Skills learned through practice with one limb can often be transferred to the untrained limb. In the present report, we sought to determine whether movement direction biases, acquired through repeated movement with one limb, transfer to the untrained limb. In order to do so, we asked participants to perform synchronized bilateral contractions of muscles in both wrists, followed by the unilateral contraction of muscles in one wrist. In four experiments, we manipulated the position of the unilateral target to create use-dependent directional biases; changed the direction of the cursor in relation to the wrist movement to control for attentional biases; and sought to induce directional biases with both right and left unilateral movements. The results showed clear movement-related biases for the wrist that performed unilateral contractions, but no evidence that movement-related bias transferred to the opposite limb during bilateral action. Thus, motor preparation and execution of unilateral contractions does not affect the direction of movement made by the opposite limb during subsequent bilateral contractions.
Introduction
Cross-limb transfer refers to the phenomenon by which physical practice with one limb results in performance gains in the trained and untrained limbs. Performance gains can occur both in terms of muscle strength (Farthing et al., 2005; Carroll et al., 2006; Lee & Carroll, 2007; Hinder et al., 2011) and skill (Wang & Sainburg, 2006) , which may have implications for rehabilitation scenarios in which one of the limbs is momentarily incapable of movement following injury. That is, the functional capacity of an impaired or immobile limb might benefit through transfer from physical practice performed by the uninjured limb. This phenomenon is also of theoretical importance because it can help revealing the basic neural processes involved in movement control and learning (Lee & Carroll, 2007; Hendy et al., 2012) . Therefore, determining the conditions in which cross-limb transfer may occur is of theoretical and applied interest.
It is believed that some forms of cross-limb transfer involve motor cortical areas bilaterally; that represent both the trained and untrained limbs (i.e. the hemisphere ipsilateral to the trained limb). This possibility is reinforced by evidence from a number of studies using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), which showed that skilled unimanual actions are affected by modulation of both motor cortices (Gerloff et al., 1998; Carey et al., 2006; Davare et al., 2007; Perez & Cohen, 2008; Bradnam et al., 2010) . In an interesting study, Duque and colleagues (Duque et al., 2008) found that unilateral hand movements increased both the acceleration of TMSevoked muscle twitches and the amplitude of motor-evoked potentials in the practicing hand but had the reversed effect on the resting hand. Moreover, Lee and colleagues (Lee et al., 2010) showed that repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) over the right primary motor cortex (M1) (controlling the untrained hand) led to reduced cross-limb transfer due to right finger training. In contrast, rTMS of the left M1 (controlling the trained side) reduced gains in the trained, but not in the untrained limb. Altogether, these findings suggest a key role for the motor cortex ipsilateral to the trained limb in cross-limb transfer and are in agreement with observations of time-locked variations in corticospinal excitability of the ipsilateral motor cortex in response to movement execution (Carson et al., 2004; Buetefisch et al., 2014) .
The M1 has also been implicated in repetition-related biases in movement direction, also known as use-dependent learning. For example, Classen et al. (1998) showed that repeated movements of the thumb in one direction biased subsequent TMS-evoked (involuntary) movements in the training direction (see also Butefisch et al., 2000; Selvanayagam et al., 2011) . This effect, however, was mitigated when movements were evoked by transcranial electric stimulation, which activates the axons of corticospinal neurons (Rothwell et al., 1994; Di Lazzaro et al., 2004) , suggesting that the M1 was likely to contribute to movement-induced plasticity beyond any effects in subcortical areas. Movement biases have also been reported in several behavioral experiments interested in the immediate effects of movement repetition or history in voluntarily initiated actions (Diedrichsen et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2011; Verstynen & Sabes, 2011; Mochizuki & Funahashi, 2014; Selvanayagam et al., 2016) supporting the view that such effects can take place on a very short-time scale [as short as the preceding trial as shown by Mochizuki & Funahashi (2014) ]. We investigate here whether usedependent effects transfer across limbs.
To study the involvement of use-dependent mechanisms in crosslimb transfer, we used a double-step movement sequence task (see Marinovic et al., 2017a) . In this task, participants made synchronous bilateral isometric contractions with their wrists to control the direction of two cursors to reach visual targets presented on a computer monitor, followed by a unilateral wrist contraction that was expected to bias the direction of resultant forces exerted during bilateral contractions on the next trial (i.e. trial N + 1) via use-dependent mechanisms. In Experiment 1, we presented unilateral targets either at the same spatial location of the bilateral target or 45°clockwise from it.
In subsequent experiments, we manipulated the compatibility of motion of the cursor (Experiment 2) or the movement required during unilateral contractions (Experiment 3) so that we could control for possible effects of attention on the observed results. In Experiment 4, we tested whether hand dominance is an important factor in the transfer of use-dependent directional biases.
We show that use-dependent effects during bilateral contraction are robust in a limb that performs repeated unilateral contraction, but that transfer effects are negligible.
Material and methods

Participants
Twenty-six participants (14 women) volunteered for our experiments (mean age = 29, SD = 10.6). Nineteen volunteers (nine women) participated in Experiment 1 (mean age = 29.4, SD = 10.1). Sixteen volunteers (eight women) participated in Experiment 2 (mean age = 26.7, SD = 11.1). Sixteen volunteers (seven women) participated in Experiment 3 (mean age = 30.1, SD = 10.3). Twenty volunteers (10 women) participated in Experiment 4 (mean age = 29.6, SD = 11.6). Twenty-two participants took part in two or more experiments and four participants completed only one of the experiments. Participants gave signed informed consent prior to the start of the study, which was in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the local Ethics Committee of the University of Queensland. All participants reported to be right handed and had normal or corrected to normal vision.
Procedures and design
Participants were seated in a comfortable chair in front of a 19-in CRT monitor screen (60 Hz refresh rate, 1280 9 1024 resolution) located 1 m away from them. The experiments involved isometric wrist contractions using two custom-built devices (see de Rugy et al., 2012) that held the participants' hands and forearms in a neutral position with palms facing inwards throughout the experiments (see Fig. 1A ). Participants moved two circular cursors from the centre of the monitor to targets presented radially, by applying forces with the wrist in two dimensions (abduction/flexionextension). Forces were measured by six-degree of freedom force/ torque sensors (JR3 45E15A-I63-A 400N60S, Woodland, CA), and converted to cursor locations such that 15 N was required to move the cursors to the targets' radius. All trials in the experiments required a bilateral wrist contraction immediately followed by a unilateral wrist contraction upon the return of the cursors to their origin (see in Fig. 1C) , which was expected to bias bilateral movements in following trials. Each experiment comprised 96 trials divided into four sequential blocks (24 bilateral movements per block).
In the first block, the cursor was visible throughout the entire trial and provided participants with information about the distance and the directional error to reach the targets during bilateral and unilateral wrist contractions (see Table 1 ). In this block of trials, the location of the target for the unilateral contraction was the same as that for the preceding bilateral contraction for the same hand.
In the second block, the circular cursor was replaced by two expanding arcs that provided information about the radial distance from the cursor's origin, but no information regarding the directional error (see Fig. 1C ). The reason visual feedback was limited in these trials was to minimize the chance that participants would notice any bias in the initial direction of their movements, as a consequence of the unilateral contraction, and prepare compensatory trajectories for noticeable deviations of the online cursor feedback. Because we wanted the unilateral contractions to be spatially accurate, cursor feedback was always visible for unilateral contractions. In the third block, the cursor was presented as in block 1, but the position of the target for the unilateral contraction changed to a new location that depended on the experiment (see Table 1 and Methods below).
The final block was identical to the third block, but again, the visual feedback provided no directional information for bilateral movements. There were no planned breaks between blocks but participants were allowed to request breaks at any time throughout the experiment.
Two target locations were used: 45°and 135°from horizontal in relation to the origin. Participants were asked to move the cursors towards the targets in synchrony with the last of a sequence of four tones (50 ms, 70 dBa) for bilateral targets, and as soon as possible after the presentation of unilateral targets. Feedback on temporal error to initiate the contraction of the right wrist (dominant side for all participants) in bilateral contractions was provided on the monitor screen after all trials to encourage adherence to the temporal constraints of the task. The bilateral targets were always presented in the same physical location throughout all experiments.
Before the beginning of the experiments, participants performed 48 practice trials to familiarize themselves with the task and were explicitly told about the types of movements they were required to make in the upcoming experimental trials. During this phase, the experimenter had visual feedback about the forces produced by the participants in both limbs and instructed them to keep relaxed the wrist that did not move during unilateral contractions. The position of the unilateral target was the same as for the bilateral target (see Block 1 in Table 1 ). The task was easily performed by all participants. Visual stimuli were generated with Cogent 2000 Graphics running in MATLAB 7.5.
Experimental manipulations
Experiment 1 tested whether a unilateral movement of the right limb directed at a target located at 0°-requiring the contraction of wrist extensors -in relation to the origin of the cursors would bias subsequent bilateral movements in the direction of the unilateral target in the same limb (negative difference between median values in block 2 and 4) and in the opposite direction for the other limb (positive difference) in block 4. The prediction for the side that remains stationary during unilateral movements is based on a body centred coordinate frame, assuming that the muscles activated on the right side of the body may cause a mirror activation in the ipsilateral cortex. Isometric contractions in both wrists required extension and abduction (radial deviation; see Fig. 2 ). Note that the position of the unilateral target in block 1 was always the same as that for the bilateral target for the corresponding hand as this location would not create directional biases that could interfere with the interpretation of the results.
In Experiment 2, the method was identical to that used in Experiment 1, with the exception that the unilateral target that required the contraction of wrist extensors resulted in the movement of the cursor in the opposite direction, that is, the cursor moved to the left side of the computer monitor upon wrist extensions (n.b. a muscle action that would ordinarily bring the wrist to the right side of space). Note that because the movement of the cursor was opposite to the Table 1 ) and experiment. Green (left wrist) and red (right wrist) dashed lines represent the possible trajectories of the cursors and were not visible during the experiments. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]. Inf., informative cursor feedback; N-inf., non-informative about direction of movement. Bi, Bilateral movements; Uni, unilateral movements. *Position of unilateral target depended on experiment and was located at 180°in Experiment 2.
direction of contraction of the wrist, the unilateral target was located at 180°. This experiment helped us to determine whether or not directing overt attention to the opposite side of the body could interfere with use-dependent biases and their transfer to the ipsilateral motor cortex. Because the unilateral target was presented on the right (Experiment 1) or left (Experiment 2) side of the monitor in the first two experiments, Experiment 3 examined if the location of the unilateral target could affect the pattern of results. For this study, participants were required to produce flexion and abduction (see Fig. 2 ) in both wrists for bilateral movements, and the unilateral target was positioned in block 4 at 90°in relation to the cursor origin, requiring radial deviation. Because the direction of the movement changed from extension to flexion (see Fig. 2 ), the direction of the effects was the same as for Experiment 1 (e.g. a bias towards the unilateral target at 90°would make movement direction more positive for the right hand and more negative for the left hand).
The methods used in Experiment 4 were identical to those used in Experiment 3, with the exception that the unilateral target required a contraction of the left wrist (radial deviation; see Fig. 2 ). This experiment served to test whether hand dominance might have an effect on the manifestation of cross-limb transfer of usedependent biases.
Data analysis
The variables of interest were as follows: constant directional error (CDE) and temporal error. CDE was determined by calculating the median signed directional error across the 12 last trials of each block of trials. The directional error was measured at 100 ms after movement onset time (see Fig. 1B ). This timing was chosen because it reflects the intended direction of movement before visual feedback mechanisms can affect the trajectory of the cursor (Elliott et al., 2001) and is the same used by recent studies analysing the initial direction of movement in motor control studies (Verstynen & Sabes, 2011; Haith et al., 2016; Marinovic et al., 2017b) . Movement onset time of the bilateral contractions was calculated using the tangential speed time series derived from the torque data employing the algorithm recommended by Teasdale et al. (1993) . Temporal error was determined as the median difference between the expected time of movement onset and the actual time of movement onset over the last 12 trials of the block. This variable allowed us to examine whether participants follow the instructions and movements were executed around the same time as opposed to one wrist moving well before or after the other, which would result in differences in preparation time. Because we were interested in whether the initial direction of the cursors would change from block 2 (bilateral and unilateral target overlapping in space) to block 4 (unilateral target in a different position in space in relation to bilateral targets), we compared the differences between blocks 2 and 4 against a reference value of zero (no change). As tests for the differences between means using the traditional null hypothesis significant testing (NHST) approach are ill suited to provide support for the absence of differences between means, we employed Bayesian alternatives for t-tests (Rouder et al., 2009; Kruschke, 2013) . Given that we had specific hypotheses for the direction of the change in the initial direction of cursor movement, this variable was analysed using one-tailed Bayesian t-tests using the ttestBF function from the R package BayesFactor (Rouder et al., 2009; Morey & Rouder, 2011) . Temporal error was analysed using the same R function, but using two-tailed tests. Our interpretation of the Bayes factor (BF10) values follows the convention proposed by Kass & Raftery (1995) . Thus, the grades of evidence for the obtained BF10 values were: weak (1-3), positive (>3-20), strong (>20-150) and very strong (>150). Note that the evidence for the null hypothesis can be obtained by calculating the reciprocal of B10. For example, the reciprocal of a B10 of 0.2 would be 5 and considered positive evidence for the null hypothesis. The error bars on the plots show the 95% high-density intervals (HDI) calculated using the BESTmcmc function from the R package BEST (Kruschke, 2013) . 
Results
In Experiment 1, we sought to determine whether a unilateral movement of the right wrist directed at a target located at 0°relation to the origin of the cursor would induce use-dependent biases on ether wrist in subsequent bimanual trials. Figures 3A and B show the results obtained in Experiment 1. Figure 3A shows a positive directional bias (mean = À6.4, SD = 9.3) in the predicted direction for the right wrist (BF 10 = 12.53), but the predicted error (opposite directional error) for the left wrist was not observed (mean = À1.3, SD = 7) and, if anything, we found positive evidence for the null hypothesis (BF 10 = 0.14). These results indicate that a use-dependent bias was observed only for the side (right) that performed unilateral contractions. The temporal error to initiate the wrist contractions did not substantially differ between sides (comparison between temporal errors in the right and left wrists) in block 2 (BF 10 = 0.31) or 4 (BF 10 = 0.32). Moreover, the changes in temporal error from block 2 to 4, shown in Fig. 3B , also indicate no systematic changes between blocks for the right (BF 10 = 0.34) and left wrists (BF 10 = 0.39), indicating that the actions were initiated largely in synchrony in both blocks of trials.
In Experiment 2, we reversed the movement of the cursor when participants made unilateral extensions of the right wrist so that we could test whether attention diverted to the left side of the body could affect the pattern of results. Figures 3C and D show the results observed in Experiment 2. The directional bias for the right wrist (mean = À7.9, SD = 4.9) was very strong (BF 10 = 4164), but bias was weak for the left wrist (mean = 1.6, SD = 3.3, BF 10 = 2.17), as shown in Fig. 3C . The analysis of timing of movement onset showed that responses for the right and left side did not differ in block 2 (BF 10 = 0.33) and 4 (BF 10 = 0.33). Additionally, movement onset time seemed to occur earlier in block 4 than block 2 for the right (BF 10 = 0.25) and left (BF 10 = 0.25) sides (see Fig. 3D ), but these effects were weak in favour of the null hypothesis.
In Experiment 3, we positioned the unilateral target at the centre of the monitor screen so that participants' attention would not be diverted to the left or right side of their bodies. In Fig. 3E and F are shown the results obtained in Experiment 3. Similar to Experiment 1 and 2, a strong bias was detected for the right wrist (mean = À9.1, SD = 10.3, BF 10 = 28.9) and, even though the mean direction of the bias was in the predicted direction for the other side (positively signed bias), this effect was relatively small (mean = 1.8, SD = 12.9) for the left wrist and we found weak evidence for the null hypothesis (BF 10 = 0.41). These results point to a usedependent effect on the side performing unilateral movements, but no evidence for an inter-limb transfer effect. Analysis of the temporal error revealed no differences between contractions onset in block 2 (BF 10 = 0.34) and 4 (BF 10 = 0.36). Additionally, the timing of movement initiation did not seem to change systematically from block 2 to 4 for the right side (BF 10 = 0.77), but the Bayesian t-test indicated a weak evidence for an increase in temporal error for the left wrist (BF 10 = 1.53).
In Experiment 4, we sought to test whether hand dominance was important for the transfer of use-dependent directional biases. In this experiment, the unilateral contractions were performed with the left hand rather than the right. Figure 3G and H present the results obtained in Experiment 4. As shown in Fig. 3G , the effect on the right side favoured the null hypothesis (mean = À4.4, SD = 16.8, BF 10 = 0.73), but was strong on the left side (mean = 11.7, SD = 18.3, BF 10 = 10.19), which performed unilateral contractions. The timing of movement onset in the left and right sides did not differ reliably in block 2 (BF 10 = 0.31) or 4 (BF 10 = 0.32). As shown in Fig. 3H , there was a small anticipation of responses from block 2 to 4 for the right and left sides (Right: BF 10 = 0.40; Left: BF 10 = 0.31), but the results indicate a weak evidence in favour of the null hypothesis.
Discussion
Here, we examined whether repeated execution of unilateral wrist forces in a single direction result in use-dependent biases in the direction of wrist forces made in bilateral wrist contractions performed alternately. In Experiment 1, participants performed bilateral contractions followed by unilateral contraction of the right wrist. We found a positive effect for the right wrist, but no evidence that the effect transferred to the left wrist. These results are in agreement with previous reports in the literature showing that the repetition of movements in one direction can bias subsequent movements towards that direction (Classen et al., 1998; Diedrichsen et al., 2010; Selvanayagam et al., 2011 Selvanayagam et al., , 2016 Verstynen & Sabes, 2011) . In our Experiment 2, we dissociated the movement of the cursor from the direction of wrist contraction. Thus, as participants executed an extension of the right wrist for unilateral targets, the cursor moved to the left side of the monitor screen. This way, we could test whether or not attention to different sides of space could interfere with the use-dependent biases induced by movement repetition. The results of Experiment 2 showed that a rightward bias was very strong for the right wrist, but that there was little bias for the left wrist. These results suggest that attention directed to the left side of the monitor screen during unilateral contractions had no apparent detrimental impact on the magnitude of the effect observed in the right wrist, and only a small influence on the bias of the left wrist.
Because the unilateral targets in Experiments 1 and 2 caused the displacement of the cursor to the right or left side of the monitor, perhaps shifting spatial attention away from the body centre (Posner, 1980 (Posner, , 2016 Kamke et al., 2014) , we could not completely discard the possibility that the unilateral effects observed were not somehow affected by a shift of attention rather than the physical repetition of the movement. In Experiment 3, we required participants to perform right wrist abductions to move the cursor to the unilateral target, which caused an upward displacement of the cursor (i.e. move up along the vertical axis), thereby avoiding the situation in which spatial attention had to be shifted away from the centre of the monitor, and making any attention effects symmetrical for both targets. We found that the effect of the unilateral right wrist contraction was strong for the right wrist during bilateral contractions, but we were not able to detect evidence that this effect was transferred to the contralateral side of the body.
It has been previously reported that certain cross-limb transfer effects might be stronger from the non-dominant to the dominant limb (Sainburg & Wang, 2002; Wang & Sainburg, 2003 , reflecting a possible specialization of the hemispheres for different aspects of movement control (Wang & Sainburg, 2006; Sainburg et al., 2016) . In Experiment 4, we repeated Experiment 3, but required participants to contract the left wrist to reach unilateral targets. Consistent with the findings of Experiments 1 and 2, we found a strong directional bias only for the side performing the unilateral contraction (left), suggesting that hemispheric specialization for specific aspects of movement control was not the main reason for the lack of transfer of the use-dependent bias seen after unilateral contractions in our experiments.
The present results indicate that use-dependent directional biases can be rapidly acquired after unilateral actions (all BF 10 > 10), but do not affect, or affect very little, movement direction with the opposite limb during bilateral actions (three of four BF 10 < 1/3). It is wellestablished that a skill acquired with one limb can be transferred to the other and that this effect depends on M1 activity (Lee et al., 2010) . A clear difference between our studies and those reported previously is that typically the untrained limb remains stationary during training, at least until transfer is tested (Classen et al., 1998; Lee et al., 2010) . Thus, we speculate that if a directional bias developed in one limb can be transferred to the other via use-dependent plasticity, it is possible that the simple movement of the untrained limb (in between unilateral actions) could disrupt the immediate transfer of biases. Further experiments should assess whether voluntary activity of the hand which does not perform unilateral contractions that are expected to induce a directional bias can impair the transfer of use-dependent biases in other tasks and experimental conditions. While we believe that the directional biases observed for the hand performing unilateral contractions was mainly driven by use-dependent mechanisms, it is possible that other forms of learning might also have affected behaviour in our experiments. For example, it is well-known that systematic aiming errors are corrected through error-based learning (Izawa & Shadmehr, 2011) , and that people tend to be consistent during movements that are associated with the acquisition of reward (Pekny et al., 2015) . However, the design of our experiments was such that the effects of these other learning processes should have been minimal on our key outcome measures. In particular, although it is possible that error-based learning might have reduced bias effects during blocks in which visual feedback was available, this should have tended to reduce bias effects similarly for both limbs. By contrast, we found robust bias for the limb involved in unilateral actions but not for the opposite limb. Similarly, any reward-based reinforcement effects should only have tended to promote accurate movements to the targets with both limbs.
Conclusion
Overall, the results presented here show clear evidence that unilateral contractions induce directional biases when the same limb is subsequently engaged during bilateral movements. However, this effect was not transferred to the opposite limb within the short span of our experiments. Thus, it appears that the mechanisms of usedependent adaptation are associated specifically with components of the sensorimotor control system that correspond to the limb that physically executes a repeated action.
